At acidic pH, the GPA2-cAMP pathway is necessary to counteract the ORD1-mediated repression of the hypoxic SRP1/TIR1 yeast gene.
The hypoxic SRP1/TIR1 gene encodes a stress-response cell wall mannoprotein and this gene is downregulated at acidic pH. The stress-responsive HOG pathway is necessary to maintain hypoxic TIR1 expression, but only at acidic pH. However, unlike known HOG pathway-dependent genes, TIR1 is under positive cAMP control and this effect is mediated by GPA2 but not by RAS2. Genetic analysis showed that ord1 mutation was epistatic to the gpa2 mutation, thereby indicating that Gpa2p is needed to counteract the Ord1 factor, which is involved in the repression of hypoxic TIR1 expression, while the HOG pathway appears to be independent from Ord1 repression. In addition, an increased ORD1 gene expression was observed in the Deltagpa2 mutant cells, meaning that GPA2 maintains a low basal level of ORD1 transcripts. Thus, cAMP allows partial relief of the TIR1 repression exerted by Ord1p. However, this is contradicted at acidic pH by the HOG pathway requirement because Hog1p is activated under stress conditions when the cAMP cellular content is low. The opposite effects of the GPA2-cAMP and HOG pathways are likely to explain the diminished hypoxic expression of TIR1 at acidic pH.